WHY DO YOU NEED
A MORNING RITUAL?
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“When you arise in the morning, think of what a precious privilege it is to be alive—to breathe,
to think, to enjoy, to love.” – Marcus Aurelius
Positive attitudes create great days, and the best time to generate positivity is in the morning.
In those precious early hours, we can establish our mindset for the entire day, so it’s important
to treat this critical time with attention and respect.
Although, for full disclosure, let me start by saying... I am NOT a morning person. Never been.
So, I understand your struggle.

Those five more minutes in bed in the morning are so attractive, aren't they? It doesn't matter
what we promised ourselves the night before, as soon as the alarm goes off... we keep hitting
the snooze button. We know the theory, we know how getting up early will help us be more
productive, more energetic, less stressed. But still we can not get up early. I know it too well...I
have been there, many, many times.

So, what to do? How did I beat up my aversion to early mornings? How do I manage to get up
with plenty of time, starting the day refreshed, and ready to face anything that comes my way?
A morning routine, or if you prefer, you can call it a morning ritual. Your choice.

The key is to start slowly, not trying to add too many things to your morning. It took me years
to refine my morning routine and I still consider it a work in progress. I can now change it
according to my needs and circumstances. But at the beginning, repetition is key.

Start slowly, small, and build up.
Repeat every day.
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After all, we all know how to do a routine, maybe you get up and brush your teeth every
morning, or take a shower or have a coffee, get dressed... those are all part of a routine or
ritual. We just need to add things that will set us up for even a much more productive an
energetic day.

Why repetition? Isn't it boring to do always the same thing? To some people, and I count myself
amongst them, the word 'routine' may bring up feelings of being stuck or bored. Then you can
you choose to call it ritual. Again, your choice.

Repetition is powerful and brings about many benefits. Among other things, creates a sense of
structure to our day, and with that a sense of peace and confidence.

One of the many causes of stress is the amount of decisions we take every day, we are
constantly deciding, or even micro-deciding, Making decisions all day long is exhausting.
“Decision fatigue” is a real thing. Decision-making depletes the limited resources in our
executive brains.

Do you really want to wake up and have to decide on what to do next, every day? Having a
pre-decided routine or ritual means you wake up everyday knowing what you are going to do
next without even a thought about it. Being on autopilot eases your cognitive load. After all,
energy is a finite resource. Every conscious decision you have to make takes a load on your
brain and requires glucose. The more decisions you make, the more tired your brain gets. But
if you are doing things on autopilot, that eases the burden on your brain and it uses less energy.

That's why the more we repeat the morning routine, the more automatic becomes and the less
we need to spend time and energy wondering what to do.
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Start the morning the night before
Decide what will be your morning routine, or ritual. In what order you will do it and then repeat
every morning. Easy peasy. Repeat for at least a few weeks, then you can change, add or
remove the elements that don't suit you, adapting it as you go along.

And always try to include some form of movement in your morning routine. For many years I
practiced sun salutations. Every morning without fail. Until it became so integrated in my body
that I could barely leave the house without at least stretching a bit. Overtime, the effects of
those few minutes spend doing sun salutations, or any other flow or stretch, were clearly felt in
my body, mind and attitude.

IDEAS TO BUILD UP YOUR OWN MORNING RITUAL:
Make time for a mindful morning by trying some of these simple rituals, which can be
performed in as little as five minutes. These are some of my favourite, all of them I have tested
and done for some time before either integrating them or moving on.

Hydrate If you have trouble remembering to drink enough water during the day. Begin your
morning with a big glass, and already you’ve started the day on the right foot. Even better if it's
warm water with some added lemon.

Lemon water. Warm lemon water aids digestion and provides vitamins and nutrients, especially
vitamin C.

Cleanse and hydrate your face. Try not to skip this important routine, it can be quite lovely.
Washing one’s face is essentially purifying and cleansing, but also splashing cold water in the
morning helps us feel more awake and fresh. Then apply a moisturiser cream or lotion.
Nourishing the delicate area around your eyes and face. I never miss this step! (Same thing in
the evening before bed)
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Practice yoga. Obviously, I am going to include yoga! Movement in the morning is
key and will set you up for a great day.

Whether it’s a few stretches in bed, a set of sun salutations, or a full power sequence, a bit of
morning yoga will help your mind and body get energised and focused for the day. This is
obviously my favourite and one that will definitely bring you many benefits in the long run.

You don't need to prepare anything special, or go anywhere, you can even do it in your
pyjamas. There are many short flows you can do when you are short of time.
If you don't know what to do... I've prepared a short video just for you. Even if you don't 'do
yoga'! I'll show you just a few stretches to mobilise your spine in all directions and to bring
some blood flow to wake up your body. In just 5 min!

No excuses - If you don't have time for a full class... CHECK OUT THIS VIDEO
5 MINUTES - BENEFICIAL STRETCHES TO START THE MORNING!

Embrace nature. Regardless of where you live, taking the time to enjoy a bit of nature can help
establish a positive outlook and a deeper relationship with the earth. Walk around the block, or
spend a few minutes tending to a garden.

Read. Rather than scroll through your phone, spend a few minutes in the morning reading
through a book, newspaper, or magazine. The activity stretches the imagination and
encourages creativity and positivity, setting you up for a wonderful rest of the day.

Make breakfast. Not only does eating breakfast give our bodies the necessary energy to move
throughout the day, but the activity itself can be part of your routine. The smell of fresh coffee or
preparing a healthy smoothie. My favourites include porridge, smoothie, muesli, and definitely
loads of fruits!
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Fruit or green smoothie. Start your morning with a nutrition-packed smoothie. My favourite
ingredients include kale, spinach, apples, pineapple, mango, strawberries, any kind of berries,
banana... but feel free to get creative and mix and match your favourite foods to create a
delicious morning treat.

Make your bed. It takes very little time, which is ideal for those of us in a hurry. Apart from
making your room look tidier and the bed more inviting in the evening, it's also a very effective
way to start the day with a sense of purpose and efficiency. Simply 'accomplishing' that task
will bring us a sense of satisfaction, releasing dopamine to the brain, so we feel motivated to
tackle the next task. If you are feeling low on motivation and your to do list seems ever
growing, add 'make bed' and then tick it off! Ah... the satisfaction of ticking things off the list will
give you a nice confidence boost.

Run. Get those legs moving and those endorphins pumping! Running encourages brain activity
and increased mood. You’ll be amazed at this simple activity can alter your entire day’s
outlook.
Have you seen my blog about the Telomeres? CHECK IT OUT HERE - One of the activities
recommended by Dr. Elizabeth Blackburn was also running.

Meditate. The benefits of meditation are now well researched and there are many! Mediation
can feel a bit daunting at the beginning, just sitting still, not sure of what to do. But there are
many courses you can attend, in person or online. So just commit to start with 2 minutes of
sitting in stillness observing your breath, or follow a guided meditation to start. Again, the key is
constancy. I love a little app called Insight Timer - There you can find amazing teachers, guided
meditations, courses, music or just a timer. And the best thing? It's free. I have been using it for
a number of years, and I find so much value in it that I upgraded to paid membership, because
it's always good to give back. To start with, you can just use it for free and see if it suits you or
resonates with you. Ah! and it's also a way to connect with other meditators so you can find
me there and say hi!
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Set intentions. Ask yourself, What do I want out of this day? Maybe it’s to be nicer to
strangers, or to pay more attention to your partner, or finish that task that you've been putting
off. One I do often is: 'I will be joyful all day regardless of what comes my way'
You can set intentions as part of your meditation or yoga routine. Or write it in your journal or
diary.

Journal. This simply encourages self-reflection. Journaling allows us to put to paper thoughts
we didn't even know we had and gain some perspective regarding our current situation. If
you’re feeling creative, journaling can help the sparks flow and rejuvenate the imagination,
leading to a more productive and inspiring day.

Gratitude Gratitude leads to happiness. In addition to exploring your thoughts, take the time to
write down one or two things you are grateful for. Or even just say them aloud or use gratitude
as part of your meditation.

You will never change your life until you change
something you do daily. The secret of your success
is found in your daily routine.
— John C Maxwell
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SOYOGA
BE YOUR OWN TEMPLATE
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Have you signed up to
SOYOGA mailing list?
Remember to check out this short video of a yoga routine. Add it to your
morning ritual and in just 5 minutes you can bring mobility to your spine, focus
to your mind and start the day energised and with purpose.
Follow the sequence for 2 or 3 weeks, so your body gets used to moving in the
morning. Once you do it with ease and it's integrated into your day. Then you
can do other 5 or 10 minute sequences, or even expand to 15 and 20 min yoga
flows.
Take your time to explore what best suits you, and remember than frequency is
better than quantity. It's better to do 10 min of yoga or meditation everyday than
2 hours once every two weeks!
Check my Facebook page @soyoga.montse for more videos, tips and
information or sign up to my mailing list to receive more free stuff like this and
be the first to find out about workshops, retreats and courses!
Have a wonderful and joyjous day.
Montse.

